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This lecture’s 
scope: 
Wi-Fi

Why?

1. Most popular wireless medium
2. Very well documented/studied 

= good examples of various 
vulnerabilities of wireless 
protocols

3. Easiest to hack
a. cheap customer-grade cards 

support all the advanced features 
we need

More specifically:
security of IEEE 802.11*

(mainly OSI layer 2)



Cheap Wi-Fi card:

$9.61
(with free shipping!)

The only proper 
Bluetooth dongle:

$120.00
(excl. shipping)



Free Haxx0r LiveCD 
included 



Basic problems with wireless



Problems

● All the problems with wired communication, but none of the protection
○ Physical security is impossible

■ No network ports to hide behind locked doors, RF leaks everywhere
○ No way to send to one device only - must rely on cryptography

■ Eavesdropping raw packets is inevitable
■ This also makes any kind of forgery a lot easier (assuming a weakness in crypto)

○ No builtin identity protection
■ Plugging a wire into your router vs connecting to a wireless network with a familiar name





IEEE 802.11

is a set of media access control (MAC) and 
physical layer (PHY) specifications for 
implementing wireless local area network (WLAN) 
computer communication in the 900 MHz and 2.4, 
3.6, 5, and 60 GHz frequency bands.

7 Gbps - nice.



IEEE 802.11

Although there are about 18 different 802.11* protocols (or amendments), we are 
most interested in 802.11a(c)/b/g/n - simply because they’re most widely used 
and supported. 

Actually, in this lecture’s scope™ we can almost treat them the same. The major 
differences between them are in the layer 1 (physical) of OSI, which we won’t 
exploit. 



802.11 basics

● Electromagnetic waves as the medium duh

○ Frequency range divided into channels

● Half-duplex
○ Two-way communication, but only one device at once (per channel)

● Three types of layer 2 frames:
○ Management - association, authentication, probes
○ Control - ACK and stuff
○ Data - the actual data transmission (transporting higher OSI layers)



802.11b 2.4GHz 22 MHz channels

They overlap a lot!







Moving on and why layer 1 is boring:

OUT OF SCOPE

We limit ourselves to the data link layer, 
as it implements all the protocols needed 
for establishing secure connections 
between Wi-Fi devices. 



Deauthentication attack



Frames are not encrypted!

This includes management frames, which includes the  deauthentication frames. 
By forging the origin MAC address one can impersonate any station and terminate 
a connection with another station on its behalf. Even better, it is possible* to use a 
broadcast destination address, which will be received by all clients connected to a 
given AP.

This issue has been fixed in 802.11w-2009, which introduces Protected 
Management Frames, but in reality it’s rarely used in b/g/n networks. It is, however, 
required in 802.11ac.

*In my experience, many PC cards ignore broadcast deauth frames, while Android phones 
happily receive them and disconnect from the network.





Practical example [demo time]

Regular traffic

From: A - To: B

Terminate this connection NOW

A B



802.11 Probes & Beacons



Beacon frames broadcasting

ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

My name is …
I can transmit using rates such as ... 
I use … encryption



Probe request

ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

I am looking for SSID … (can be a wildcard!)



Probe response

<Same information as a Beacon + 
answers to detailed questions>



Example



Beacon flood attack - [demo]

ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

My name is A
I can transmit using rates such as ... 
I use … encryption

My name is A
My name is A

My name is A
My name is A

My name is A
My name is A

My name is A



KARMA and MANA attacks (Wi-Fi Pineapple)

By responding to probe request a malicious actor can impersonate other APs and 
convince supplicants to connect to them, which is usually a setup for a MitM 
attack - this is the classic KARMA attack (2004).

MANA attack is an updated version (2015), which accounts for various fixes 
implemented in the popular OSs (especially Android and iOS) since 2004.



Let’s go wardriving









I even managed to find some WEP APs









Basics of 802.11 security





4-way 
handshake



Quick summary of Wi-Fi encryption weaknesses 

● WEP:
○ Broken because of IV collisions, key reuse with RC4 (streaming) cipher

● WPA-TKIP (2002):
○ Designed as a quick patch for WEP hardware - essentialy WEP with fancier key mixing routine, 

packet counter (to prevent replays) and MIC (“protected hash”) to prevent forgery
○ Deprecated as of 2012

● WPA2-AES-CCMP (2004):
○ Current standard, considered to be safe*
○ (2017) “Krack” Key Reinstallation Attack

■ Attacking 4WH allows the attacker to decypt CCMP packets
■ The same can be used to forge and inject TKIP / GCMP packets
■ Can be fixed with software patch



802.1X Access Control



Principles



Case study: eduroam



Let’s say you’re a CS freshman...

...and want to connect to the free Wi-Fi - it’s only natural you 
seek help on your faculty’s website.

One quick Google query yields the following page







This is where things get interesting

For Windows, iOS and Mac OS X the guide recommends downloading the official 
eduroam installer, which takes care of the proper configuration and installing the 
necessary certificates.

Unfortunately, in case of Linux, Android and Windows Phone, the author decided 
to try and present their unique solution - with poor results.

Pay close attention to the second phase/inner authentication 
and certificate settings!









When presented with a warning… ignore!



For some reason, Windows Phone is special



What is EAP-PEAP-MSCHAPv2

● Use 802.1x
● Encrypt using server-side certificate (SSL/TLS)
● Use MS-CHAPv2: challenge-response mode, effectively 

using password hashes



What is EAP-TTLS-PAP

● Use 802.1x
● Tunnel the EAP communication through TLS
● Use plaintext username:password for authentication



Why using certificates is vital

Without the certificate the supplicant has no way to check the identity of the 
access point, which makes the EAP tunneling worthless. Using an evil twin attack 
it is trivial to obtain either the plaintext passwords, or at least the hashes.

Considering the fact that eduroam is authenticated against the Office365 service 
and people love reusing passwords, the reward is high.



Practical aspect [demo ;) ]

Evil twin attack on EAP is well known, and the tools are widely available.

Using Kali Linux and eaphammer it is possible to perform the attack with only two 
simple commands:

# generate certificates

./eaphammer --cert-wizard

# launch attack

./eaphammer -i wlan0 --channel 4 --auth wpa --essid CorpWifi --creds

https://github.com/s0lst1c3/eaphammer


Key takeaways

● Keep all your (Wi-Fi) deviced updated
● Use WPA2 (CCMP) with a complex password
● Turn off Wi-Fi when not in use
● Try switching to 802.11ac (5 GHz)

● Install the eduroam cert and don’t use PAP!



Bonus links (software and hardware)

ESP8266 deauther project, "Official" deauther store (clones are cheaper), Alfa 
AWUS036NHA Wi-Fi card, List of the best Wi-Fi cards (chipset model is what 
matters), Kali Linux project

https://github.com/spacehuhn/esp8266_deauther
https://dstike.aliexpress.com/store/2996024
https://www.amazon.com/Alfa-AWUS036NHA-Wireless-USB-Adaptor/dp/B004Y6MIXS
https://www.amazon.com/Alfa-AWUS036NHA-Wireless-USB-Adaptor/dp/B004Y6MIXS
https://www.wirelesshack.org/best-kali-linux-compatible-usb-adapter-dongles-2016.html
https://www.wirelesshack.org/best-kali-linux-compatible-usb-adapter-dongles-2016.html
https://www.kali.org

